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Welcome back from your friends at The Current!
Get your
dorm room
organized!
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The Missouri History
Museum is currently displaying an exhibit of treasures from imperial
Russia .
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Strike snags Arts Center
BY JOSH RENAUD

senior editor

Check out
our website!
Have you visited our website
yet? thecurrentonline.com is a
great way to get up to date on
the latest campus news, but
it's more than that. The site
features message forums where
you can meet other students,
plus lots morel

... thecurrentonline.com

IE
Congratulatkms
to UMSL summer

graduates
Congratulations to the some
250 graduates who took part
in the Summer 2000
Commencement Ceremony.
The keynote speaker for the
evening was Henry Shannon,
Chancellor of St. Louis
Community College.
Shannon, whose speech
emphasized, the rapid change
which characterizes life in a
technological society, told
the graduates to "enjoy their
date With destiny." An honorary degree was presented
to Ellen Sherberg, who has
published the the St. Louis
Business Journal since 1990
and is known for being active
in the community.

Construction of the University of
Missowi - St. Louis' $50 million
Performing Arts Center has been
delayed several months because of a
strike by Teamster concrete drivers.
The strike was centered around a
dispute over wages between the
Teamsters aud the Material Dealers
Association. The Teamsters wauted a
$1.05 au hour raise. Last Thursday,
the eight-week strike came to au end
when the Teamsters ratified a new
contract that included a $1 au hour
raise.
Officials at UMSL said they were
glad the strike was over and that it only
affected one of the three major construction projects on campus. The
other two projects - the Millennium
Student Center and the East Drive
Parking Garage - are still on schedule, said Tom Royster, a senior construction project manager. The student
center should be finished Oct 1, and
the parking garage is scheduled to be
complete in mid-December.
'The only project that was really
hurt by the concrete strike was the
PerfonningArts Center," Royster said.
''For the parking garage, they were still
able to get concrete. We were already
using a company that had si.:,oned contracts with the unions a couple of
months ago, so we were okay." Without concrete, the. constru ~on
crews were kept from pouring support
piers for the Performing Arts Center,
said Bob Samples, director of
University
Communications.
Consequently, construction of the cen-

ter ground to a halt.
The lack of concrete ultimately led
to a labor walk-off early last week.
Two piers were poured after work
hours, Royster said. The truck companies used management to drive the
concrete trucks, and the Teamsters
responded by handing out leaflets the
next day. When laborers saw the
Teamsters at the construction entrance,
they assumed it was a picket aud
walked off, he said.
But the Teamsters weren't picketing, said John Rinderer, superintendent of the Millennium Student Center
project
'They [the Teamsters] were trying
to act like it was a picket," he said.
"Ultirnately it was a handbill, an informational thing. You can't do what they
were doing - holding [the handbill] on
their chests like it's a picket and walking back and forth.
'"There was a lot of people that
walked off the campus thinking it was
a picket, but it wasn't. A lot of people
got in trouble with their union halls"
because of it.
TIlis wasn't the first labor incident
during the three construction projects,
though. The University faced a a legitimate union picket and walk.-off about
three weeks ago, said Sam Darandari.,
director of campus planning and construction.
"One of the furniture contractors
srartelt deli ring fumiwre ~ . nonunion abafers: DarandaJ.i said. 'The
union guys, starting with the electricians just walked off. Once we
noticed that, we got together, talked to

see STRIKE, page
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staff writer

In an email to fac ulty m embers
sent June 23, Jack Nelson confim1ed that he was stepping down
from his post as vice chancellor for
academic affairs after three years of
servlce .
Nelson said he had accepted a
position in the department of philosophyand
w 0 u 1d
beg i n
teaching
during in
Jan .

2001.
In the

Darren BruneI 7bI? Cu/Ttml

Because of the eight-week Teamster strike, construction crews
have been kept from pouring support piers for the Performi ng
Arts Center.

RHASHAD PITTMAN
...... .................
fir" .... ...
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design changed

I

down as vice
chancellor

email,
Nelson
thank ed
Nelson
all
th e
people who gave him SlIpport during his tenure and urged the faculty
to show the same support to his successor.
Chancellor Blanche Touhill
chose Doug Durand to serve as
interim vice chancellor for academic affairs while a search for a permanent vice chancellor is conducted. DUrJJld t:; a.t~o the deal I 01 en\!
school of business administration.
"Dr. Nelson began many important initiatives for the campus. alld
in that regard we're bener as a camsee NELSON, J'cl.g!! 111

College of Nursing ranked among
nation's best graduate schools

Parking permit
This year sees a change in
the design of UMSL parking
permits. The new permits
must be affixed on the outside of the glass using their
own adhesive backin.g. Police
Captain Smalley said the
change was mobvated by a
rise in the use of counterfeit
permits. The Captain warned
that improperly placed or
attatched permits would
result in a ticket. Worried
about how to get those passes off at the end of the
semester? Smalley advised a
razor blade scraper and
some glass cleaner.

Nelon steps

Thomas Eyssel was the guest speaker during the summer commencement held earlier this month. Eleven of the graduates had
the distinction of earning UMSL's first cyber-MBAs.

First 'cyber-MBA'
students graduate

The Barnes College of Nursing
was ranked recently as one of the
country's top nursing graduate
schools by the U.S. News & World
Report's "2001 America's Best
Graduate Schools" guide.
Barnes College of Nursing was
ranked 59 out of 175 graduate
schools.
"Everybody was very excited,"
said Dr. Peggy Ellis, director of the
master's program of Nursing. "Of
course just to be listed . .. is an
accomplishment.' ,
Barnes College and Saint Louis
University were the only schools
ranked in Missouri.
Ellis says that it was "by accident"
that she happened to stumble upon
the ranking.
'We weren' t ever really notified,"

~

senior editor
As students prepared to walk the
aisle earlier this month, 11 of the graduates had the special clistinction of
being UMSL's first class of cyberMBA's.
Thomas Eyssel, director of graduate programs in business, said the program was designed to fit into the busy
schedules of non-traditional students.
. "People have less and less time to
spend in class. We found that for a traclitional MBA student, you're really
looking at three years coming to class
two nights a week," Eyssel said.
Eyssel noted that some students
take actually take four or five years to
earn their Masters in Business

Administration, while the cyber program lasts just under two years.
"This is a way for someone who's
working full time to come in and complete an MBA in 23 months," Eyssel
said.
Eyssel stressed that the program is
not a shortcut. He said it has high
entry requirements, induding an evaluation of GMAT scores, all undergraduate GPA requirement, three years of
work experience, and a personal interview process.
''We're cramming the traditional
MBA into 23 months so it's very
intensive," Eyssel said.
The cyber-MBA was started by
Don Kummer, former director of gradsee CYBER-MBA, page 7

(we) added nurse practionel to tile
faculty," Ellis said. "1 think we've
learned better what aspects to emphasize to give the students a higher
quality of education,"
In adclition. Ellis pointed out that
students and faculty may have
"spread the word" of the progrdlll's
additions and improvements.
Currently, said Ellis, the school is
working on proYiding a "better clinical experience for the tudents."
AltllOUgh the recent ran.kings may
increw;e enrollment and the faculty
were "very (lleased," Elli. said , there
is more work to be done.
"We' re trying to make it better:'
Elli said. "We know what changes
we would like ro make."
Elli~ ,lid that the school's main
goal was notjusl to get on the list but
to send quality students out into to
the workforce.
"But it is nice to get recognized,"
sl e added.

U ends 'student charge' system
BY CHARLIE BRIGHT
.... .. ..... .............. ........... ... .....
.. ... ... .

BY BRIAN DOUGLAS

she said.
The U.S. News ranking is "highly
regarded," added Elli , by faculty
members all 0 er the country.
The rankings are based on surveys sent to dean . fac ulty, and
adminstrators of the nation's accredited nursing schools with graduate
programs. Each school was rated
according to its reputation for scholarship, its curriculmll, and the quality
of facul ty and graduate students .
When asked how the school of
nursing bounced back from faculty
cuts . years of decre ing enrollment,
and harsh criticism by nursing tudents just a few years ago, to being
considered one of the top nursing
programs in the nation. Ellis pointed
out a fe w elements that may rulve
caused the turnaround.
"We've worked really hcu'd the
last three to four years to improve tlle
program, ... we're better organized.

~..

staff writer
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The familiar sight of students
l.D .s
at
the .
waving
their
Underground checkout staff is coming to aQ. end this fall.
An administrative decision abolished the student charge as a method
of payment for food on campus after
Aug. 7. The decision currently affects
only purchases in the Underground.
and does not eliminate student
charges in other University-operated
facilities like the U-Mart or the
University Bookstore.
George Schmidt, the' Director of
Food Services at UMSL, spoke about
the change.
"We never had any problems"
with the student charge, he said. "I
think. it was easy for those who don 't

carry cash on a daily ba..is."
Schmidt said that the deci ion was
likely due to the way [he charge.
appeared as a debt in financial
offices, and that the people responsible for collecting debts to the
University did not want to go after
people who onJy owed for food costs.
He added that the decision was made
independently of Food Service and
not precipitated by the inlpending
move to the Millennium Student
Center.
The elimination of . tuden t
charges does not spell an end to the
usefulne ss of the UMSL l.D. in the
cafeteria. Schmidt said that another
offer, the Food Services Meal Plan.
was a better bargain that operates in
essentially the same way as the student charge.
By prepaying in i.ncrements as

small as $25. a student c:m use an
l.D. LO purchase food with a Len percent discoulll on purchased items.
The meal plan is similar 10 tlle
mandator~' $S()() per semester plan
assigned to residen~ ill a declining
balance. except for the discount and
the potential rolloycr of funds into
later semesters.
As ,ill adclilion:.U incentive [0 snldents who participate in the Food
Services Meal Plan. any remaining
money Call be refunded. 'TIlis is
another benetit not offered to residen t~ who. at the end of pa~t semesters. have often been found buying
item' from the Underground and UMart in bulk .
Since the . tudent charge has beeu
su pended in tile Underground. stu-

see CHARGE, page 7
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Bulletin Board
Monday, A u g. 21
·WELCOME WEEK BEGINS: KSHE-95 sets
the mood by broadcasting from 11 a.m.
to 3 p.m. on the University Center Patio.
Sponsored by the University Program
Board (UPB) and Auxiliary Services, come
enjoy some music, free sno cones and
popcorn.

inquire about class times and to
reserve a spot, call the Rec Office
at 5326 . Each class costs $3 for students and $4 for all others.
Spinning Cards are also available with
10 spins per card (students- $20, faculty, staff, alumni- $30) .

Tues day, A Ug . 22
• Rec Sports Fall Aerobics classes run
• Psychic Fair, brought to you by the UPB,
today through December 8. A onewill be held from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m . and
time fee (students- $35, faculty,
4 to 6 p.m. Come have your fortune told,
staff, alumni- $50) allows participants
a tarot card reading, get a henna tattoo,
to attend any class at any time for
or a self portrait by a talented caricaturthe entire semester. Held in the Mark
ist. Located across campus, these events
Twain Aerobics Room, the classes are
are free to you!
taught by certified fitness instructors.
Choose from such classes as Step
Wednesda~Aug . 23
Aerobics, Total Sody Toning, Water
·Noon Live, from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Exercise Training, Tae Box, Cardio Mix
come j am to the sounds of local band
and more! The first week of classes
"Zito" on the University Center Patio.
are free!! For a schedule or t o regisSponsored by UPS.
ter, contact the Rec Sports Office, 203
MT at 5326 or check their web page·
· Catholic Newman Center will have an
www.umsl .edu/services/recsportl
Open House from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. at
index .html
8200 Natural Bridge Road .
·Admissionsstaff will be offering students
free refreshments from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
and 4 to 7 p.m. both today and Aug. 22.
Popcorn will be given away on the 2nd
floor of Woods Hall and cookies and
punch will be in the Admissions office.
.Spinning (stationary cycling) is a workout experience like no other. To

·Evening College Students, from 5 to 7
p. m. refreshments will be served in
the Quad. Sponsored by the UPS.
·Admissions is offering an assortment of
cookies and beverages from 4 to 7
p.m.

Now is your chance to
get a GREAT JOB!
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Saturday, Aug. 26 .
Thursday, Aug. 24
·Rec Sports Fun Day, a 'Welcome Week"
program featuring interactive games and
sports consisting of a basketball shooting
contest and a hole-in-one golf contest,
will run fr:om 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
University Center Patio. Come jain the
fun and win a prize!

Friday, Aug. 25
·Summer Beach Jam!1 From 2 p.m. to
Midnight it's MTI/'s "Say What
Karaoke." Contestants will be awarded prizes with a grand prize of $500.
Sand Volleyball, music, foad, frisbee
toss and other activities will commence at 2 p.m. with a fireworks display to culminate the evening's activities . This program is sponsored by
Auxillary Services, the UPS, Student
Activities Programming, and University
Meadows . Held at University
Meadows, proper attire (meaning
swimsuits or beachwear only) is
requested for this affair.
.Astronomy/Physics Colloquium, beginning at 3 p.m. in Room 328 Benton Hall.
Ta-Pei Cheng, professor of physics and
astronomy, will discuss "The
Cosmological Constant and An
Accelerating Universe." For more informatton call 5931.

.Guaranteed 4.0 Seminar, sponsored by
Multicultural Relations/Academic Affairs.
All students are encouraged to take
advantage of this Seminar. Donna O.
Johnson, founder and President of the
Guaranteed 4.0 Learning System Ca. will
be speaking. The program is free and will
run from 1 to 4 p.m. in theJ. C. Penney
Auditorium and for more information
contact Linda Sharp at 6807.

D;u:ren

an.w • Photo Director

Anne Porter • Features Ediiqr ,
Dave

KlrtworthY • Sports Editor
CatMrine • A&E Editor

Marquis-ltomeyer
Erik Buschardt • Web Editor
Dana Cojocan.J • BusinessAssocia
Mutswni Igawashi • Photo Associate
DIInrid Baugher • Prod. Associate
ErW1 StIr_I.nel • Prod. Assistant

Sunday, Aug. 27
.Interfaith BBQ will be held at the pavillion at the Meadows from 1 ta 3 p.m.
·Catholic Mass will be held at the South
Campus Residence Hall Chapel at 7:30
p.m.

Monday, Aug. 28
·Get Back in the Mood with 105.7 The
Point. From 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. The Point
will broadcast rom the University Center
Patio (Sponsored by Auxiliary Services).
The UPB will also be giving away free sno
cones so come out and cool down!

Staff Writers:
Nick Bowman, Charlie Bright,
Rhashad Pittman, Tim Thompson

7940 Natural Bridge Road
St. Louis, Missouri 63121
Newsroom.
Advertising'
Business.
Fax •

(314) 516-5174

(314) 516-5316
(314) 516-5175
(314) 516tl811

email:

cummt@jiro:umsl.edu
·Visit the "Stress-Free Zone," in front
of the Thomas Jefferson Library, from
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. and chill out by
cooling your heels in a wading pool
and learning about stress management. Sponsored by Admissions.

No other student organization offers as much as The Current. We have paid positions available in a variety of fields, like writing, graphic design, web design,
and advertising! Interested? Call us at 516·5174 and we would be happy to
answer your questions!.
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2000 2001 Student Government
Officer Elections
Candidates needed!
President
Vice President
Comptroller
School Representatives

S·k ins Required:
Enthusiasm! Dedication!
Communication Skills
Leadership
Decision-Making
Ability & willingness to represent a diverse student body

Benefits:
Paid positions* (President, Vice President, Comptroller)
Travel Opportunities
Networking
Resume Building
Leadership and people management experience
Opportunity to make positive changes for UMSL
*President enjoys close to FREE tuition!

File f~r Office: Aug. 21 st • Sept. 1 st
.
.
Campaign: Sept. 11 th • 25th
Election Days: Sept. 26th & 27th

~ugust

21,2000
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Ajezu tips can save your living space
from chaos
,
BY ANNE PORTER

········· .. ·· .. ······ .. ·············"5i'Ci]jedfto;:····· .. ··.. ··...................
Donn rooms have the reputation of not
being really a room, but in reality a closet.
UnfortUnately, this reputation has proven to be

carry a great deal of weight. The shelves come in a
variety of materials from pine to commercial quality
chrome. The shelves can be built over beds and desks
to utilize the upper wall availability.

true . .

However, there are ways and some inside
secrets on how to manage that space to maximize its usage, no matter
what little amount of area it
might really be.
Jenny Mackie, a
closet
manager
at
Organized Living, has
some space saving suggestions on how to organize a donn room.
"If you have stuff
thrown allover your
room, people are definitely going to notice.
Someone who lives in a
. mess is obviously a messy
person, and they'll carry that
on to school and work," Mackie .
said.
Shelving systems are not
only very confonning to spatial demands, but they also can

.

........................................................

",

see
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Student balances fami ly, school 'Welcome
Days' give
, ~"i.h , inging, th~~tric~ ~ career
stress break

I

"

'"

I

,

staff writer

Drum Crenshaw had a hair-raising introduction to theater.
"1 got hired to do hair, believe it
or not...," Crenshaw recalled with a
laugh. "There were people at the
show who knew people who told
them when they were visitin.g in
town that this local guy is with us
and they said, 'Oh is he singingT
and they said 'No we didn' t know
he could sing. He's doing hair and
makeup.'"
And that wasn't the most interesting experience Crenshaw had.
"Tirnbuktu," the play for which
he'd been hired, turned out to be a
naked show, though Crenshaw didn't know that at the time.
"They played a joke on me.," he
said. "They're sitting at this
table ... and they called me into the
room ... knowing 1 didn't know .. .!
come into the room and there's this
whole 1ine of women sitting
there ... with no tops on ... and they all
I busted out laughing.
"1 was not ready for that at all,"
he chuckled. "I wanted to do that
show forever."
Crenshaw. a UM-St. Louis junior
in music education, hasn't been
doing theater forever. but music is a
different story.
"I had been singing all my life,"
Crenshaw said. "I had sang with
community choirs as a boy and that
kind of thing and even sang with the
symphony in high school and, so,
I've been in music all my life. "
That love of music has paid off
with a string of awards and adventures, leading him from community
theater performances to the
Broadway stage and back, culmi-

BY ERIN STREMMEL
AND DAVID BAUGHER

staff writers

January," Crenshaw said. "Then,
the following May I got a callout of
the clear blue from the producer of
the show."
Crenshaw quit his job at
McDonnell-Douglas immediately

Feeling a little anxious, exci ted, or even frustrated with the
cost of te xtbooks, de orating that
apartment or res hall, or trying to
find where y ur classes are? For
the next nine day', UM-St. Louis
will be providing food, entertainment and programs to help new
and returning students lessen
those school anxipties, all under
the guise of "Welcome Week."
The fesfivitie commenced
yesterday e ening wit.1-j a
"Welcome Aboard Picnic" at the
University Center. Students, parents and friends were able to hear
the m usical stylings of the group
"Shagadelic" and partake of
some free food and admire classic automobiles in a car show,
and this was just the begi nning.
G. Gary Grace, vice-chan ellor f Student Affairs, helped
create "Welcome Days," as it
was kn own then, two years ago
as a way of acclimating tudents
to campus life.
'The purpose of 'Welcome
Days' is to make new and returning students feel comfortable and
secure, and expose tbem to a
myriad of student activities, programs and ervices," Grace said
of last year'. fe tivites .
Rick Bianton , director of
Student Affairs,· said Welcome
Week's purpose this year is to

see CRENSH ~W . page 9

see W E LCOME. page 9

Darren Brune I '!be Curmll

Drum Crenshaw (center) holds his latest award from the Black Repertory Company. Drum is accompanied by two of his biggest supporters: Bookstore Manager Gloria Schultz (left) and Textbook
Supervisor Teri Vogler.
•

nating in his most recent distinction, best male actor in a musical
from
the
Black
Repertory
Company, where he has been, literally, since the beginning. He was
involved in the first musical the
Black Rep ever produced. His stint
with the organization in the early
'80s combined with a series of

community and local theater performances to give him the shot every
actor dreams of: the call to
Broadway.
It started during a visit to New
York, when Crenshaw happened to
meet the musical director of "Ain't
Misbehaving. "
"That was around December-

EDITOR
ANNE PORTER

fea tures editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

QUOTES
"It only takes 20 years
for a liberal tQ becQme
a con~c;rvative without
changing a slngle idea.
· Robert Anton Wils on
Credit: www.quotablequotes.net

"Adversity makes
men l a.nd prosperity
makes monsters.,I>
• Victor Marie HURO
Credi t: www.quotablequotes.net

Gas station etiqu ette remains a mystery
M

.AND THE POINT Is...

AMNE PORTER
.' .

ost people who work in the
service industry share a
_
common bond. We believe
in tipping well.
1 have worked a~ a bartender and
server for about three years. I understand that some customers insist on
treating industry workers demandingly and so anY way I can help to alleviate that I ·will. To implement that philosophy r tip generously and often my
hairstylist, my bartender, my server
and my wine steward.
I had always understood that gas
attendants at full service stations were
to be give~ gratuity as well. 1his
assumption had coine from Mafia
movies and other obscure references.

Because I consider myself a liberated woman, I pump my own fuel.
That is until last Tuesday when I accidentally pulled into a full service gas
station for the first time.
My car was running on fumes . The
annoying, dinging "low gas alert" had
sounded in the gas tank monitor. I saw
that gas was only $1.35 at this Sinclair
station located down the street from
where I live.
When I pulled up, I was the only
car there. Then I realized that I was on
the full service side of the pumps, so I
backed the car around and relocated to
the other side.
Much to my surprise the attendant
came and asked what octane I wanted

August usually are. For a While I sat
as 1 was stepping out of the car.
I said, "011, I thought this was self- with the door open, sweating. 111en I
turned on the ale and listened to the
serve."
He then said, "It don ' t matter. radio, although the cooling was not
Same price."
'really aiking effect because the engine
In that very same second I saw dIe was not running.
self-serve section hidden on the side
Finally the guy said $15.49 or
of the building. By that time the whatever the total was. I had only a
process had already started, so I just dollar on me, so I gave that to him as
sank down in my driver's seat.
a tip, for which I felt pretty horrible.
So this is cool, I thought, at least
I wanted to say and almost did,
my windows will be cleaned, the oil "Hey, man. I wish I could give you
checked and the tire air pressure more, but all I got is that dollar." But I
gauged.
didn't, because I know when people
Three other cars had arrived in the tell me that I never believe them and
meantime. I wasn ' t really quite sure it's such a feeble attempt anyway.
what to do while 1 was waiting for the
So lIen. just that solitary dollar bill
tank to fill. It was a hot day, as days in and walked inside to pay with my

debit card. While I was inside, the
same attendant walked inside to swipe
a card for another customer.
At this point I realized I had no
idea how to act at a full-service gas
station.
So I put the car in drive and turned
out of the station.
Later that day I told my mom and
SDme other people at the paper about
my little adventure. They all said, '1
didn't know you were supposed to tip
at fuJl-service gas stations."
So I still have no inclination how to
behave when someone pumps gas for
me. All I know is that 1 have no intention of going there again.
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Coping wi~ power
loss proves dauntin

Students should. seize
·chances to earn respect A
There is a wonderful annecdote in
history that Benjamin Franklin, while
leaving
the
Can titutional
Convention in Philadelphia, was
asked by one of his cOWlu"jmen what
sari of government was beiY'g given
the new nation.
Franklin's reply, as the story goes,
was, "We have given you a democracy, if you can keep it"
At the start of last ye.'U", the main
elected governing body on the
UMSL campus Was the University
Senate, This year. the main body is
the Faculty Senate, which as the
name implies, is compo ed of faculty
members. Not students. But the pOUlt
of this editorial is Dot to rant and rave
at the faculty. Tills editorial is directed to the students. We bad a democracy, or at least a piece of one, and we
did not kee'p it
Student apathy has plagued this
campus for years, with all sorts of
explanations being offered for it,
ranging from our place a<; a commuter school to the assertion that all
of the real power on this canlpus is in

the hands of the faculty and administrators and any effort to change things
i futile - an argument whicb was a
bad e)!:cuse from the beginning and
has only grOWD more tattered over
time.
The administration has launched
an array of campaigns intended to get
students more involved, and has met
with orne success, but every year
there 's that same old chorus of student complaints that the faculty do
not respect us, even though our fees
pay their saJary.
Our question is, if we Jamar for a
voice in the elections and then can't
manage to fill 25 sea ts in the senate
out of a student population of thousands, what are we giving them to
respect?
A_ .rode nts, we cannot expect to
be given more right~ and responsibilities on lie basis of promises about
what we are going to do. Our best
at-g-urnent is in what we do with what
we already have. Today is tbe beginning of a new year, a year that will be
what we make of it

fsStle:
-------------------..
Student apathy has been a
Th~

problem on this campus for
years.

We suggest-:
-------

Any real solution to this
problem has to start with
the students themselves.

Write a letter to the editor
about this issue or anything
else on your mind.

Schedulers get it right
with uninterrupted EXPO
It was a nice sw-prise to look at the
Welcome Week calendar this year and
see EXPO and the Chancellor'
Picnic would be held from 11 a.m.
until 6 p.m.
New students and transfer students
may not recognize the significance of
this small schedule change. Let us
explain.
Every year, UMSL srodents can
look forward to two big ev ntS :
EXPO in the fall, and Mirthday in the
spring. On these two days. UMSL is
packed wi th exciting thing to do.
Student organizations have colorful
booths where they give away free
stuff and try to recmit new mem~.

In the past, there have been concel1S, after 2 p.m., aUendance would drop
virtual reality games, food, pons, off dramatically, student organizaand more. The goal is to let urvfSL tion.s would leave, and evening stustudents take a break from cias es and . dent were left wondering what they
had missed out 11.
have fun.
Now that the schedule has been
As everyone knows, UlVISL is a
commu ter campus \ ith a large rearranged, the events should continevening chooL While this i certailJ- ue nonstop fr'o m morning until
ly a good thing in m311Y ways, it has ever.ing. TIuis should encourage stupresented a challenge to event plan- dent organizations to stick aroWld,
ners in tudellt Activiti s and the and keep the crowd, from dispersing
University Program Board.
immediately.
EXPO and Mirthday 'hould unify
The solution ill years past was to
hold EXPO and Mirthday from 10 students and help them to have fun.
a.m . until 2 p.m . Th n the vents With the new cbedule. Student
would reconve ne at 4 p.IIl.. for· the Activitie ' pe.!1lonnel may have come
everring students: Almo t every year much do er to reaching that goal.
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EDITORIAL
,J OSH RE NAUD
BRIAN DOUGLAS

"Our Opinion" reflects the
majority opinion of the
editorial board

Liberty, what a funny word, a
word I thought I understood until
recently. Liberty and Freedom have
always meant the same thing to me.
To have my liberty meant to have my
freedom. I realize now that I anl free,
but that my liberty is still thteatened.
Liberty is a symbol of equality, of
baving the same opportnnities as
everyone else, and the budgeting
appeals committee made it abumdantly clear that I along with the organization I represent do not have liberty. I brought this to the attention of
the student body in an Aplilletter, and
was again astonished at the response I
received. In the May 1 issue of The
Current, I read the article "SABC
streamlines allocation process,
inlproves appeals," written by M ary
Lindsley, in which the budgeting
committee didn't even attempt to
explain their reasons behind the $500
allocation for tbe mentoring program
for the 2000-2001 school year.
11ris program is one of the few
African-American programs avilable
to assist lUrican-American students.

LETTE S
M AIL

Letters to the Editor
7940 Natural Bridge
Sr. Louis, MO 63121
FAX
(314) 516-6811
EMAIL

current@jinx.umsLedu
Letters to the editor should
be brief and those not
exceeding ZOO words will be
given preference. We edit letters for clarity, length and
grammar. All letters must be
signed and include a daytime
phone number.

The budgeting appeals committee
fulds it faiI that they only allow the
program enough money to support
1/3 of a mentor. 1 wonder if they
reviewed old constitution laws that
made slaves 113 human to come up
with this figure.
Apparently, the SABC allocated
$445,608.18 to the 85 organizations
that applied for funding. Last year
they alloted $417,276 to 69 organizations, and according to their estimations, they will have $434,420 for this
year. By my calculations, assuming
the number of organizations increases
from 69 to 75, just to be on the safe
side, $434,420 divided by 75 organizations should allow for $5,792.27
for each organization. I understand
some otganlzatioris will 'need more
and others less, but that still doesn't
explain the $500 th.e Helping Hand
.Mentors received.
Brian Shaw, co:chair of the
SABC, also stated that the committee
allocated an additional $11,188 over
the original estimate, which would be
covered by a reserve account of

$'

'College experience'
is what you make i

I

LETTERS

Questions about allocation for
mentor program still unanswered

BOARD

massive electrical storm. school year as the head honcho ~t
blew through St Louis last the newsp_aper. My head was tbro ,-_ Thursday evening and billg and I ~vas hungry. No pow .r
knocked out the power of every meant no f00el, :and lillY family b d
,already eaten, 80 ! went ,out to Illy
h.ouse on our side of the street
It's always a bit eerie to lose elec- car and got ready to go to Dairy
tricity, especially in these days of Queen. I could hear 'Somebody l1U1iltechnology. Nevertheless, I decided ning a diesel generator down the
I would comfort my dog, who is street_
I came back home and my m<)m
deathJy afraid of thWlderstorms, and
then go to sleep. Everything would told me the power company ll.ad
assured us that power w.Quld be
be normal in the morning.
restored by Jh1-S
}\las, I woke up in
a world of darkness.
p.1ll. I went t.o
confident 1 wo · d
My room is in the
aw.ake.in ,t ime to
basement and the
.on my ,c omputer ,
power was still ont It .
steal Australia ba :
dawned on me that I
before my oppone
couldn't check my
GOuld log on.
email and - worst of
But it was
all - I wouldn't be
meant to be. I w .
able to play my daily
up and the pow
round of "Global
was still .off.
War," which is an
It was Satmda;
online version of
morning and my
.JOSH RENAUD
RISK that I play regfolks had thrown ,all
ularly.
editor-in-cbiej
the dairy products
"Blast it all," I
thought "Now the other guy is out so I had to buy donuts.
On my way to work that morngoing to be able to take Australia
ing, I ran over three electric-al cords.
away from me!"
It was true. Tbe loss of Australia Several benevolent families were
sharing power with their less fortucould be my downfalL
I went upstairs, ready to eat nate counterparts across the street
By that evening, power Ibad been
breakfast Thankfully the milk was
restored and we could again refrigstill cold.
Without air conditioning, the erate our food in peace.
It's kinda funny, Imt I couldn't
house was bot, so I bad to open all
the windows. There wasn't enough help but compare this situation with
light to read the newspaper, so I got the Y2K scare last -vinter. \\'hat
a flashlight to help me out I later would have bappened if Y2K had
had to use the flashlight to illumi- actually shorted out ev.eryfhiug on
nate the bathroom so I could take a the planet, leaving us without !ht!
"necessities" we hold so dear'?
shower.
I get the feeling that me and
When my morning ritual was
some of my neighbors need to learn
complete, I went off to work
When I came home nearly 12 a lesson about priGrities. But if
hours later, the power was still off.
there 's some way you could keep
I was in no mood for it anymore. the electricity on wbile you do it,
Friday had been a tough day. It was God, we'd appreciate it
my first real deadline period of the

unused student organization funds.
There is a reserve of unused student
organization funds that contains over
$11,000, and we were only allotted
$5007 I do not pretend to be the
brightest crayon in the box, but even I
don't sit well with that one!
Our organization has over 25 students that participate, approximately
20 of whom participate in no other
student organizations. The average
credit hours among these students per
semester is 12, costing them on average $270 per semester in student
activity fees. The students in our program pay approximately $6,750 in
student activity fees, yet the program
they participate in only receives $500
of that money. What happened to the
$6,250 left over? I sti]] have not
received an answer to these questions,
but I would like the SABC to know I
will be waiting!

--Brandi Hemdon
Helping Hand Mentoring
Project Mentor

How do you feel about the topics we've written
about in the Opinions section this week?

t's funny the way we wax nos- make of it
talgic about things, even the irrirn this age of speci alization and
tating ones, after they' Ie over. convenience, we have all gotten so
Somehow.'no matter bow much we used to having things handed to us
try not to, we wind up putting on the that we don't stop to think that
rose tinted glasses and reminiscing everything out there is the result of
about the good old days which the work that somebody put into it.
probably never really existed.
If there isn't enough going on here
I am into my last year bere at at lJ1vtSL, then there's really only
UMSL, and already I am beginning one group we can bold respon.sible.
to feel an unreasonable fondness for Us. We can't point to the faculty .:...all sorts of things, even that awful their job is to teach, and they are
hill between the
already doing that.
parking garage and
And the administraLucas Hall.
tion has been trying
I could go into
for years to get stuall sorts of sentidents more involved.
mentality, and bore
But events and proeveryone borribly;
grams and buildings
won't do any good if
but I'd rather make
we don't take part in
some use of this
them.
space, so I'll get to
the point: we've all
I know how busy
he.ard that same old
things can get when
speech so many
your time is divided
times, you know,
among classes and
BRIAN DOUGLAS
the one abont how "'''''':;;;~;;;''ii~g''~dit~~'' '''''' work and friends, but ,
you shDuld enjoy
try to take at least a I
this time of your
little time to get
life, because one day it will be gone, involv.ed somewhere on campus.
lost youth, all of that The thing is, We would love to see you work at
it's true.
The Current, but if that's not where
One of the standard complaints your interests are, then find .some
on this campus is that 1JMSL has no organization that does interest you,
"college life." What exactly is col- and be a part of something outside
lege life, anyway? Is it something your regular classes.
you saw on a sitcom? Sometimes I
Completing it degree here at
get the idea that people must think . UMSL costs roughly twenty-thouthere is this big block of "college sand bucks if you finish in four
experience" hidden away on cam- years, which a lot of people don't
pus somewhere (probably in Woods these days. That is a lot of ~ and
Hall) that they can go break a piece money. You owe it to yourself to get
off of and take home.
as mucb as you can out of your time
It doesn't work like that. The here.
college experience is whatever you

You can make your voice heard in a
variety of ways! .
Ii
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Head volleyball coach Denise Silvester talks with the Riverwomen during a game last season •
. Silvester returns this year for her 15th season coaching at UM-St. Louis.
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Silvester remains unstoppable
Volleyball team compiles 354-186 record under her leadership
BY DAVE KINWORTHY
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staff editoT
Entering her 15th season at the
heW of the Riverwomen's volleyball
program, head coach Denise Silvester
has a lot to hang her laurels on. With a
record of 354-186 at UM-St Louis,
she is so far the most decorated head
coach the Rivelwomen have had since
their introdl1ction in 1974.
Silvester's road to St. Louis began
at Smithtown Central High School in

New York, where her athleticism and
intellect hdped pave the way to
Cortland State University (New York).
There she earned a bachelor of science
in physical education while lettering in
field hockey, volleyball and softball.
After receiving her first head
coaching position with leMoyne
College (Syracuse, New York) in
1979, Silvester moved to her alma
mater, Cortland State University (New
York), to accept the head coaching
position there. After an 11-9 record at

leMoyne, Silvester amassed a 39-]Q
In her first year coaching the
record in her freshman season of Riverwomen, Silvester improved the
coaching at Cortland, while earning team to a surpassing mark of 28-14,
the only two draws of her 19-year . while also being named the Missouri
career.
Intercollegiate Athletic Association
Finishing the '82 season at Coach of the Year, leading the
Cortland at 18-15, Silvester moved on Riverwomen to a second place finish
to George Williams College. of in theMIAA.
Chicago. After a one-year stint, in
Silvester was not done yet The folwhich her team finished 26-19, she lowing year, she notched a career high
was offered the head coaching job at 49 wins in 1987, which still stands as
UM-St. Louis, which was vacated by the school record for most victories in
a single season.
Cindy Rech after a 9-34 campaign.

. At UM-St Louis, Silvester got her
300th career win in 1996 and that same
year, earned her 400th career win
throughout her coaching career.
Since her coaching career began,
Silvester has had only 3 sub-.500 seasons, and she is ranked in the top 20
nationwide of all National Collegiate
Athletic Association coaches in both
win percentage at .671 and total victories with 448.

Goetz tries to fill post-graduation voids
Rivermen set
sights on GLVC
BY DAVE KINWORTHY

staff editor

BY DAVE KINWORTttY

staff edit"ar
The soccer Rivennen ]ook to
improve upon their second-place finish in fhe· Great Lake-s Valley
Conference Tournament last season,
but with a new leader in cbarge of the
team this season.
Hannibal Najaar, the (,earn's new
head coach, has a new took fOl: the.
RiveIDleIl this season as there are
only six players retnnring from ]ast
year's, team. But Najaar is confident
that the players can moJd intO' a unit
Hannibal Najaar
that is fit for GLVC competition.
"I feel very comfortable: Najaar
said. ''The only thing that has' \vor- play. The majority of St Louis socried me is that we only have si.x. of cer fans aren't used to seeing a slow
the 13 guys returcing. BasicaJIy it is tempo game.
"After looking at what I have, I
a fresh, fresh team. Evetryone else is
new and there is a unison that is will structure my team arolmd a
good. r am very pleased and the six defensive style," Najaar said. "We
guys who are here have done a great will be very patient for the opportujob. I am conndeni. and very pleased nities that we may get to win the
with the entire spirit team. Theco11fi- . game. I know the play in this part of
dence has gone up over tlb.e past the country is a very high-paced
week, and it is a very wnfident team play, but I don 't see us getting into
that kind of mode. We have worked
right now."
With a new look, new faces on technical things and the compocome, and Najaar does not want to sure will lend better when we get the
put the focus on the newer players, chances to score."
Senior Josh Fair is the team's capbut on the veterans of the GLVC for
tain this season with sophomore Jeff
guidance.
"It. is clear to die entire team that Stegman being the team's vice-capthe team is about the sic'!; guys who tain. Najaar expects these two indiare here and 1!lS and nOI.the other way viduals to be the strength of the team,
around," Najaar said!. "'Even though as both of them have played in the
the numbers are in favor of the new GLVC and have seasoned experiguys, we look forward to the six guys ence.
"It had to go to these guys,"
setting the pare and the new guys·
Najaar said. ';1 want them to have a
adding to it."
With the prayers that Najaar has responsibility to themselves and not
to work with this season, he plans to to share it. I am going to look to these
change the pace. of the Riverrnen s guys to be the leaders."

After a 5-6 record in the Great
Lakes Valley Conference last season
and a loss in the first round of the tournament against Northern Kentucky - a
team which went to the Division II
Final Four last season - the soccer
Riverwomen hope to build upon a
youthful team for the upcoming 2000
campaign.
The key during the offseason for
Beth Goetz, who now enters her fourth
season as the Riverwomen's head
coach, is forming a tight bond among
the players and keeping a unified team.
During the preseason., according to
Goetz, the team has dOIle just that.
"We are heading towards the end of
our preseason training right now, and
we are trying to get everybody working together," Goetz said. 'They came
in fit and in shape, and we are trying to
get them all meshed together."

Despite losing key veterans from
last season's team, Goetz believes that
this year's team has reloaded for
another run in the GLVc.
" It is kind of bard to evaluate until
we have a couple of games under our
belt, but overall, I think they work
much better together," Goetz said.
"Overall they have much more individual skill. So we'll have to see once
we start playing some games."
One key veteran the Riverwomen
lost last year was the second leading
scorer in Riverwomen's soccer history,
Carrie Marino. The Riverwomen this
season will have to fill the void of a
prolific scorer in Marino, but Goetz
said it will take more than one individual to equal the success that Marino
had at UM-St Louis .
"} don't think you ever replace
somebody like [Marino]," Goetz said.
"You sometimes have to change your
style of playa little bit. We won't be
able to count on Carrie Marino to score

those goals, but I think some people
who are returning from last year, who
got a good handful of goals will step
up to the opportunity. We may have to
spread the scoring around a little more
this yeaL"
The Riverwomen's soccer team,
'With youth on il~ side, will look to play
the style and mental game that Goetz
saw in them while recruiting.
"I want them to play with everyone
on the same page of soccer," Goetz
said. "You try to recruit players who
will respond to your soccer coaching
and fulfill what your goals are for the
team. You can have a great player that
may not work within your system and
your style, so I think that the majority
of the players are the ones that I
recruited and are use to my expectations and kind of know what kind of
style I plan on using and what I expect
of them. They will be able to work
more as a unit and accomplish more in
training as well as on the field."

Rivernromen enter season with hope
BY NICK BOWMAN
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After heading up only her third losing season of her career, head coach
Denise Silvester is ready to get back
on track and with only four players
remaining from the 11-16 season of a
year ago. The Mark Twain Building
will host a bevy of new faces. Of the
thirteen Riverwomen, five of them are
true freshmeIl, and only one hails from
. the state of Missouri.
"Watching how the younger players manage the gap from high school
to college athletics will deterrriine how
well we perform this year," assistant
coach Erik Kaseorg said. "We like to
think that we have the makings to
compete for a top spot."

Another new face, junior college
transfer Gretchen Duffner of Jefferson
College, should add some much needed size and depth to the tearn. Duffner
enjoyed a standout junior college
career, and should take a leadership
role on the squad.
"Gretchen brings a lot of enthusiasm and confidence to this team,"
Kaseorg said. "And she projects that
energy on to her teammates. We look
forward to her taking an active leadership role in the season."
In the pre-season coaches poll,
UM-St. Louis was seeded second in
the green division of the Great Lakes
Valley Conference. And with the reputation that the GLVC has, the
Riverwomen will have to earn that
ranking.

"This conference tends to be more
interesting and fast-paced," Kaseorg
said. "A lot of the older players have
talked about it, and it makes for some
great volleyball."
The Riverwomen open their 27th
season on the road at the SIUEdwardsville Invitational, where they
will face Ashland University Aug. 25.
After that, the Riverwomen are slated
to play Wlleeling Jesuit Aug. 26 and
finish the weekend against fellow
Show-Me school Drury University.
" AI; of right now, we are still evaluating our own players, and trying to
develop a system that works for us,"
Kaseorg said. "It's still fairly early in
the season., but if the girls can keep up
their levels of enthusiasm and chemistry, we should have a great year."

EDITOR
D AVE KINWORTHY

sports editor
phone: 516~5174
fax: 516-6811

GAMES
Menls
Soccer
vs. Rockhurst
8-00 pm, Fri , Aug. 25
VS.

Truman State
1:30 pm, Sun, Aug 27

vs. Sonoma State
4.00 pm, Fri, Sept. 1

W
- ~ 1.s
__ 0-m
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Soccer
vs. William Woods
JOO pm, Wed., Aug 23
vs. Rockhurst University
2:00 pm, Sat., flug 26
vs. University of Tampa
7:00 pm, Fri, Sept. 1

Show some pride by supporting UMSL athletes

LA rEST Scoop
DAVE KINWORTMY

Welcome back, fellow UM-St. see the garnes at Don Dallas
Louis students, to another wonderful, Stadium. The Rivermen look to
fun-filled fall semester. This fall improve upon a fine showing at the
promises to be action-packed as the Great Lakes Valley Conference
Rivemlen and Riverwomen's soccer Tournament last season.
Beth Goetz, in her fomtb year as
teams have a new look, and the
Riverwomen's volleyball head coach , the Riverwomen's soccer head
returns for another lucrative year coach, has a youthful team with loads
of talent in the midfield. She enters
with tons of promise.
The Rivermen 's soccer tearn her third recruiting class into the sysiJOasts a new head coach. Hannibal tem at UM-St. Louis and should conNajaar, a coach with fine credentials, tribute immediately.
Yes, Denise Silvester is back
v.ill guide the youthful Rivermen this
season in his first season at the helm. again for the Riverwomen's volleyHe promises to playa more exciting ball team, as she enters her 15thseagame', which will lure more UM-St. son as the head coach. These 15 years
Louis' students to the ticket gates to mark the longest tenure of any coach

in UM-St. Louis history. Although
Silvester lost numerous contributors
to the 1999 campaign, she has
reloaded this season and looks for
production and progress from the
youth of the team.
These teams aside, UM-St. Louis
athletics is making a plea this year:
come out and root these teams on as
they compete for your university.
These athletes are not here simply for
pleasure; they get out to play soccer
or volleyball, to represent the university, and they need your support.
"Back in the day," - and, yes, I
do hate that phrase very passionately
- the students supported these teams

and the teams were successful. So
let's start a trend right now that will
continue throughout the entire 2()()()"
01 year: let's show up and cheer for
the Rivermen and Riverwomen.
Wouldn't you hate it if you trained all
summer long for a sport (soccer or
volleyball in this case) and then when
you went to play there was absolutely nobody there? If you wouldn't
want it done to you, don't do it to
them.
This is not Saint Louis University,
it is the University of Missouri- St
Louis. The difference is that they
have students who attend all of the
athletic events and support their ath-

letes whether they win or lose and
then go out afterward and hang out
with one-another. Although we are
not a Division I university, we still
can and should support our athletes.
The whole point here is that UM-St
Louis is making a conscious effort to
make this university more of a student-friendly environment and what
have we given in return? Nothing.
Show up and support your fellow
Rivermen and Riverwomen. Without
a crowd making noise and always
booing whenever the referee makes a
bad call, it seems pointless for these
athletes to spend their time and energy when it is going to waste.

<lire Curren t
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Length: 95 min.
Rated: PG-13
Our opinion:

****

OR

movie too ,
A successful movie based on a
comic book should please and entertain fans without losing the general
public who might be Jess familiar with
the lOry and characters. "X-Men"
succeeds very well at this. Its translation of Stan Lee's popular "X-Men"
comic neither distorts nor diminishes
the essence of the Oliginal, while providing an action tale that will satisfy
fans without confusing newcomers.
No easy feat.
Like the original X -]vIen, the movie
concerns a group of human "mutants"
whose unusual abilities represent both
superpowers and handicaps in nonnal
society, and society's reaction of fear

and prejudice to their presence.
C ongressional hearings, headed by

CATHERINE
MARQUiS-HOMEYER
'.

nc--e editor
phone: 516-51 74
fax: 516-6811

USIC
August
23
Motley Crew
Riverport Amphitheatre

24
Buju Banton

Firehouse

Kiss

Riverport Amphitheatre

27

Sen.

Kelly (Bruce Davidson), are
underway to identify "mutants" and
their potential threat to society in a
manner reminiscent of the 1950s
McCarthy communist witch hunt.
Refere nces to the Nazis' treatment of
the Jews crop up as well, The mutants,
whose abilitie.~ are a" much a curse as
a gi ft, are in hiding or being drawn to
one of two undergrOlmd leadeTh, who
have very different views on how they
should respond to society's view of
them , TIle group that advocates peace
with the "normals" is headed by
Professor Charles Xavier (Patrick
Stewart). and call themselves the XM en. TIley ru:e opposed by another
group of mutants bent on war, headed
by Magneto (Ian McKellen). A variety

.r, _~
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Keller Williams
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ACiDC
Kiel Center

8
Gladys Knight
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morph Mystique (Rebecca

Romijn-Stamos) square off in a
deadly duel.
LEFT: Wolverine (Hugh

Jackman), Cyclops (James
Marsden), Professor Xavier
(Pa1rick Stewart), S10rm (Halle
Berry) and Jean Grey (Famke
Janssen) convene in xavier's
underground lab.
Photo courtesy of nl!e1ln'eth Centwy Fro:
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It has been more than 10 years
since I last ate at Spiro's on Natural
Bridge - so long that I didn't even
remember what it was like.
Spiro's specializes in Greek dining,
Ethnic Greek food has developed
largely as a result of the mountains and
arid climate of Greece and its proximity to the sea and the many surrounding islands, The cuisine has been influenced by some of the nations to the
east, such as Turkey and Armenia.
Greek basics in the kitchen include
olives and olive oil, cheese, and herbs
native to the eastem Mediterranean
like oregano, marjoram, basil, mint,
and thyme, As a seafaring nation, the
Greeks eat a lot of seafood, which is
usually fried at high heat in olive oil or
broiled in a sauce made with herbs and
capers. Vegetables are s~rved on the
side or in salads, A Greek staple is
cheese, especially feta
This review is ba~ed on a visit to
the Spiro's North restaurant. I arrived
when it opened. The place was mostly
empty until the lunch rush began to
arrive shortly after noon. The interior
is dark Tudor style, with captain's
chairs and tables dressed in white
'linen with simple china on one side,
but it badly needed a new carpet. If
you prefer more light, I'd suggest sit~
ting next to a window, The restaurant
does have smoking and non-smoking
sections, but is not accessible to the
handicapped.

Address: 8406 Nat ural Bridge

Lunch: M-F, 11am - 2pm
Dinner: M-S, 4:30pm - 11pm

salmon topped with a DijoD mustard
sauce ($8.50) served with bojled new
potatos and the vegetable of the day,
green beans. The light flavor of the
large fillet of baked salmon was considerably enhanced by the Dijon mus-

CATHERINE
MARQUIS-HOMEYER

FILM REVIEW

Hope you had a good summer.
Although you undoubtedly spent
most of the summer working to earn
cash for the school year, I hope you
found some time to enjoy some of the
pleasures of summer. Maybe you
found time to hike or to travel. Maybe
you sampled some of the local summer entertainment. Concerts, many
outdoors, and various summer festivals appeared. Indoor (read "air conditioned") treats beckoned as well,
such a~ the Tivoli Theater's midnight
series of cult films and B movies, and
the big screen showing of Alfred
Hitchcock's classic film, "The Birds,"
But now classes are starting again,
and new faU activities call to us, As

Cindy (Anna Faris) confronts her attacker in her living room.

tard sauce,
Calf liver was sauteed to order and
The service was nice, but the place
served with yellow rice ($5.95), It also
was more casual and less elegant than
came with the green beans. The liver
I had remembered.
was tender, not tough or overcooked,
The lunch menu featured a variety
with a nice onion gravy lightly coverof "Greek Specialties" such as mousaing it. For those who like liver, it was
ka (a kind of vegetarian lassagna made
really good The yellow rice was !.ight,
\vith egg plant) and dolmades (grape
not over seasoned or overly heavy or
leaves stuffed with ground beef and
starchy.
rice). Combo platters are available.
Both of the entrees had large porSpiro's also offers some American
tions. The salmon fillet was very big,
items, such as beef, calf liver, fresh
, providing a good value for your
trout, and some pasta variations, The
money.
chef's special varies from day to day.
A dessert item not on the menu was
Desseris included ice cream and the
the raspberry cheesecake ($3,50),
famed Greek baklava
which had a sugary graham cracker
Before being served the food, I was
crust with cream cheese and raspberry
provided with some warm bread and
filling. It had more crust than needed,
butter, The bread was a little on the dry
but a delightful balance of flavors with
side. For an appetizer there were four
the raspberry and cheese.
mushrooms stuffed with cream cheese
Spiro's was not what I would call a
and crab meat ($4.50) which was one
fine dining experience, but the entrees
of that day's specials, The stuffing,
were very good, providing a satisfying
with its creamy cheese and sweet crab
lunch at a reasonable price,
meat flavor had a good balance of flaSpiro's North, located at 8406
vors and textures, leaving a light but
Natural Bridge Rd, is open for lunch
spicy aftertaste.
Monday through Friday, 11:00 a.m. to
Next was the small dinner salad
2:00 p,m. Dinner hours are Monday
($2.25), made ofIceberg lettuce, green
through Saturday, 4:30 p.m. to 11:00
pepper, and tomato wedges. The salp,m. The restaurant is closed on
ads were cold and crunchy, but came
Sundays, Spiro's North accepts
with too much dressing.
MasterCard, Visa, Discover, and
One of the entree specials wa~
American Express, and of course cash.

Fall promises variety of A&E topics
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of characters with unique abilities surround each leader as they, and society
at large, fall into conflict and struggle
with issues of prejudices and freedom,
Despite this weighty-sounding
premise, the film is still filled with
action and adventure and, of course,
special effects as the various characters demonstrate their powers. The
cast for this movie is really outstanding, featuring Shakespearean actors
Stewart and McKellen as the faction
leaders, Australian newcomer Hugh
Jackman does a wonderful turn as the
hot-tempered Wolverine, who along
with Rogue (Anna Paquin), is the
focus of much of the story.
Superpower special effects are especially dazzling as X -Men Storm (Halle
Berry) and Cyclops (James Marsden)
take on Magneto' s shape shifting,
blue-skinned Mystique (Rebecca
Romijn-Starnos) and the flexible, disgusting but funny Toad (Ray Park).
Director Bryan Singer, whose previous work includes the wonderful
'The Usual Suspects," blends the element~ well to serve up at film that's
strong on pure entertainment, and
that's neither insulting to the original
nor too ponderous in its story, The
story is fresh enough to appeal to fans
familiar with all the characters and
nuances, but gives enough background so that someone who has
never read the "X-Men" can easily
follow the action. Overall, "X-Men" is
a movie with a good summer adventllre story, seasoned \vith top ~-pecial
effects and supported by good aL'ting.

lighter and outdoor fare give way to
more serious and indoor entertainments, a preview of some fall offerings is in order.
In the next few weeks, this column
will be previewing what's coming in
arts and entertainment events.
Upcoming concerts, new films, live
theater offerings, new CDs and
videos, and maybe a peak at this fall 's
St. Louis Film Festival will be appearing.
Like last year, we'll be running
calendars of upcoming concerts,
films, videos, and CD releases, and
maybe other special events in the arts.
Because this is a student-run paper
for student readers, we' ll try to cover

what's new, best and innovative in
music, film, theater, and other arts,
and cover what's popular with many
students. Because I like variety, we' ll
also cover the more unusual and arts
and entertainment for a wide variety
of tastes and topics. Because this is a
campus paper, information about the
arts, entertainment, and artists on
9~PUS will appear as well
In addition to the reviews of
movies, coneerts, and CDs, reviews of
videos, restaurants, books, clubs and
pubs ,may appear, along with occasional articles and interviews on arts
and entertainment t0pics.
So, there will be lots of fun stuff to
distract you from your class work.

'Scary Movie' tries too
hard to be grossest of
the gros~-out films
BY CATHERINE
MARQUiS-HOMEYER

staff editor
Oh, it's a scary movie all right.
"Scary Movie," a comedy written
by Shawn and Marlon Wayans,
directed by Keenan Ivory Wayans,
and starring Shawn and Marlon
Wayans, Carmen Electra, and
Shannon Elizabeth, is a spoof of the
"Scream" series of films, which is a
parody of teen horror films. But
"Scary Movie" is not scary in the
sense of the horror films it spoofs or
even in the way of the tongue-incheek "Scream" series. Nothing so
subtle here. Instead, it's scary how
bad this film is.
The recent trend in comedy films
towarc!.s tasteless humor had to reach
bottom sometime, and "Scary
Movie" slams it to the floor. While
the movie that started this trend,
'There's Something About Mary," is
undeniably funny, not every film in
this category has as broad an appeal,
The comedy of Jim Carrey (such as
Ace Venturd.) and '\iumb humor"
movies (such as "Dumb and
Dumber")
have
successfully
appealed to some tastes \vith juvenile
and bathroom humor, while other
attempts such as .last year's David
Spade film "Lost and Found" just fell
flat. Now, make no mistake about
this, while I like sophisticated and
subtle humor, I also like dumb and
slapstick comedy as well. But it's got
to be funny. And to be funny, timing
and how the joke is done make all the
difference.
And timing is the biggest problem
with "Scary Movie,"
This movie is a parody of the

"Scream" movie series, which is a
parody of the whole horror film
genre. While there is an old rule in
comedy that says you can't spoofa
comedy, the mock-serious tone of
the "Scream" series made this look
like an idea with possibilities.
The film starts out well, with
over-the-top fun with the opening
sequence and the introduction of the
characters straight out of "Scream's
gallery of horror film stereotypes.
The Wayan brothers don't limit
themselves to only the "Scream"
movies, and some of the beSt humor
comes out of poking fun at other
movies as well. But then things start
to go awry.
While there are several funny
bits, many of these jokes run far too
long, losing their humor as they
bludgeon the audience with grossout props. These jokes reappear too
often, am too long, and wallow in
disgusting effects, burying funnier,
subtler humor that pops up throughout.
This comedy just becomes too
forced in its quest to be the grossest
of the gross humor films, losing
much of the comedy potential of the
parody along the way. This movie
will appeal most to those whose
sense of humor resembles that of a
13-year-old boy. Everyone else
might want to skip this one, or at
least wait for the $1.00 video rental.
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uate programs, and Doug Durand,
dean of the College of Business
Administration.
Durand , who has helped establish
similar programs on other campuses,
said the students benefited from rhe
greater freedom the internet fomlat
allowed.
"What we're really providing
here is a program of the highest quality with the greatest flexibility for the
students," Durand said.
Eyssel described the Cyber MBA
as an "internet-enhanced program" in
which the students' time was divided
between class hours and time spent
online. Students attend classes on
campus for one weekend of each
month. Eyssel said the main feature
of the online component was partici-

the union, and ·resolved it. It didn't
really affect anybody and they were
all back working the next day."
Rinderer, who is a merriber of the
Carpenters' District Council, said the
dispute was actually about pay.
"The school hired a non-union
furniture installer and they were paying them substandard wages when
this is a prevailing wage job,"
Rinderer said. 'The school said they
were paying prevailing wages, but
they weren't. So we had carpenters
out here and got it all settled and
taken care of."
Rinderer added that Darandari
told him another contrac.tor would be
using non-union labor to install new

Durand praised the way the online
portion of the class allowed all of the
students to participate.
"You get extremely high quality
interaction, even more interaction
than you typically get in a classroom.
Everyone gets their questions
answered," Duraild said.
Eleven students graduated in the
first class of cyber-MBAs. Fifteen
are enrolled in the second, and Eyssel
said the goal for the third class wa,
20students. He said the backgrounds
of the graduates are diverse, including art, engineering, and medicine, as
well as business.
Eyssel said that while there were
other online programs available,
UMSL's is the only one in St. Louis
that is accredited by the AACSB, an
international organization that oversees management education.
'This is really the way education
is going", Eyssel said. "Convenience
is crucial. I always tell people who
are looking at the program two
things: we focus on convenience and
quality."
If you or someone you know is
interested in the cyber-MBA program you can contact the office of
Graduate Programs in Business at

furniture.in the Student Center's
bookstore. Rinderer said the AFLCIO would picket if they got wind of
that and probably shut down all the
UMSL construction projects.
Darandari said that the University
couldn't force contractors to use or
not use union workers. He also said
the University closely monitors its
contractors to makc sure they meet
the prevailing wage scale.
"We're · always concerned about
[walk-offs]," Darandari said. "It's
tricky. We schedule non-union people - when we know they're not
union - to come in at times when
the union people are not there. It's
silly, it's Just silly."

hroughout world history, the pletely underestimated the response of
month of August has provided the other European powers; especially
an abundance of memorable Russia. The Russians had an informal
ever; ts. Some of these have been trag- alliance with the Serbs, and weren't
ic. Pew can match the episode which about to sit back and wat~h them gel
transpired in 1914. It would forever be wiped out by the Austrians. When
I
remembered as the Guns of August, Austria massed her forces on the
and led to a devastating co~flict called Serbian border and prepared to attack,
The Great War.
Russia responded by mobilizing a porNeed a few extra buck$?
'[fie Great War, or World War One, tion of her immense army.
; , pation in ongoing discussion threads
as it is sometimes referred to, engylfed
Immediately, Germany sent a
that centered on various subjects
Give us a call; we'll find something you can do.
prattically all of Europe, and involved telegram to Russia warning her to
within the discipline. .
ma,hy of the world's most powerful "cease all mibtary preparations imme'The idea is to keep the students
516-5174
EOO
nations. On one side there was the diately." She did so half-heartedly.
engaged literally all the time," Eyssel
Triple Entente, consisting mainly of Then, at noontirrie on July 28, Austria
said.
Britain, France, and Russia. On the declared war on Serbia. As a result,
Eyssel said this system allowed
oti;ler side were the Central Powers of Russia fully mobilized her forces. In
students [0 participate in the discusGyrmany, Austria-Hungary, and response, Germany fully mobilized its.
sions without the constraints of reguT~rkey.
Then France got in on
larly scheduled class meetings.
There were many
the act, and fully
"It's like a classroom discussion
reasons for the First
mobilized. Last, but
except it takes place over 24 hours,"
World War. Amongst
not least, Britain's
Eyssel said.
516-5885.
them were: competiRoyal Navy took up
tion
between
battle positions in the
European nation·s for
North Sea on the last
folonial empires, ecoday of July. There was
t"
nomic rivalries, terrino turning back.
d
torial rivalries, supraOn the morning of
t;'"
...:;:
nationalism, an intense
August 1st, 1914,
Germany
declared
arms race, and a series
TIM THOMPSON
'"r:
.. ,......" ....." ......... ".........................
war on Russia, and
Qf bizarre alliances.
~
"
hist()}y columnist
World War One eruptIndividually, none of
::I
these could have led to
ed. The ensuing night!l::I
the outbreak of war; but, collectively mare would not end until November
::E
11, 1918. Sixty-five million combatthey did.
It has often been said that all great ants would take part. Ten million
events need a catalyst. For instance, would perish, along with over five
according to legend, the, American million non-combatants. Europe
Revolution started when a hunter fired would never be the same. The ecoa shot "that was heard around the nomic, social and political status her
world." If one could point to a single citizens had enjoyed for centuries
instant that may have been the spark expired right along with the soldiers,
which led to the outbreak of World sailors, airmen and civilians.
The First World War forever
These UMSL students are paying for their food differently
ar One, it transpired on June 28,
changed the course of history, and did
because the University abolished the "student charge" method.
1914 in Sarajevo.
The Archduke Francis Ferdinand, so in dramatic fashion. The contlict
e heir to the Hapsburg throne, and indirectly led to an even greater strugdents can look forw~d to a fev>' largely been avoided at lH-..1SL by the
.s wife traveled to the city on an offi- gle barely two decades later.
months of standing ill line, waiting popularity of using the student ID.
'ial State -visit. At one in· the afternoon. Incredibly, many of the problems
for the people ahead of them to fish
To keep lines shorter and save
nineteen-year-old Bosnian national- which plagued the second half of the
exact chanoe from lint-filled pockets. money, Schmidt suggested that stust, Gamin Princip, assassinated both 20th century can have their roots
This situation, while familiar in fast- dents who plan on eating at UMSLin
f them hert the DYke's dcl aT took a: traced all the way back to the Guns of
food restaraunts and gas stations, has the next semester buy the meal plan.
A ugust
on",
JHg... ·de s~ At ~
·me, nobody illl agi ned in his or her
orst nightmare that this single event
ould boil over into a full scale war.
owever, that is exactly what hapned.
Events began snow-balling down
·11 when Austria-Hungary issued an
Itimatum to Serbia on the evening of
uly 23. It contained a series of fifteen
emands wbich ranged from joint
nvestigation of the murder to Serbian
ondemnation af anti-Austrian prop aanda The Serbians agreed to the vast
Look ~a"'s ~"VV"in."
ajority of the demands by the
In.
vening of the 26th, and it looked as
Caroiomix
11 :30am
ough cooler heads· had prevailed.
The Gorner Gof'f'ee House
Multi-Level
ooks were deceiving. That same
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...·irh ~rj
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Total Body
Toning

1:30 pm

WI ,h Audrt'y

Yoga

2:00 pm

Willi

Total Body
Toning
WiTh Li..;a F

Hours

tf> . Total Body
{i-\'I'. Toning
~'i,h

R.n!'

W.E.T.
wirh Rich

W.E.T.
Irilh

R(l~

5:30 pm

Aqua
Kickbox
1\"il;' R(u

CardioMix.

6:30 pm
6:45 pm

~\'/.
,,0-0'

1 & 1/2

3:00 pm
*4:30 pm

Mt'liu,',

One-time fee allows
partici pants to attend any
classes at any time fo r the
entire semester I

Cost:

wilh /)(' f)/Jil'

CardioMix

Cario Drills

,dlh Rirki

CLASS DESC R IPTIO NS

not ·for everyone, but that's

[the poi n t],

Yoga· Hatha : oga is a system of phy5ical and mental exercises designed thou sands of years ago to ba lance and unite mind.
body and spirit. Yoga balances the mind and body through poses and· contro lled breathing so all of the body's energies can
acbieve equilibrium and function in harmony.
Cardio Drills· I 0 iancy mo ves. but lots of sweat and fun! These are movements that anyone can do! Come and challen ge
yourself to be fit and have fun l
Low & Step· Low Impact aerobics. weighted low impact and step aerobics to challenge your cardiovascular endurance
system. Prepare to sweat I

Step· Cardi ovasc ular workout using the Reebok Step. tbi s workout can be low or high impact. Prepare to sweat I

In Army ROTC you'll push yourself. Test your limits. And in
the process,learn how to think on your feet and be a good
leader. You could even get a scholarship. Register today for .
an Army ROTC class. Because you're not just like "everyone."

ARMY R01C Unlike any other college course you can take.

Taebox • Come "nd do the national craze. This is cardi o with a punch l LDSe body fat and gain contidence.
Piloga • Amaze yourself with this Pilates and yoga based work-out. Stretch your body and mind and enjoy Ihe benefits of
great health and great looks.

Aqua KickboJ( • Cardia water wclrk-outtbat pac:ks a " punch" and a "kick"!
Total Body Toning. Body shaping and redefining using xertubes, weights. bands, step and your body·s o'.vn resistance.
This will enhance all your body parIs.
CardioMix • Cardio workout using step. lolhi. jump rope or box.
W. E. T •• Cardio vuscular wa ter exerci se ; cl ass is easy on Ihe joints (low impact). Great for weight loss & body defining. Get
fit wI water steps, shallow-end aerobics and deep-end water jogging.
Marathon Class* • GOAL: Sl. Louis Marathon: Oct. 15 1Training began June 6, but if you have a weekly mileage of 35
miles andlor can do 14 mile long runs, pleQse join us ns Vie complete our training. Finnl class: proper recovery procedu res .

To learn more about the Army ROTC program at
UM-St. Louis, call 935-5521

VISIT US ON THE WEB: . www.umsl.edu/services/recsportlindex.html
NOTE: No classes wiU be held on holidays or days when the Mar1i Twain Building is dosE:d. Classes and instructors are subject io crlange and c:asses With low participation am
subject to cancellation with a 2 week notice. NO REFUNDS 'nill be given unless partiCipant has a valid, certified medical rea.son and the request is made before the 6th wee).;
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and spent the rest of 1989 on a E. Desmond Lee Scholarship
Broadway tour of Europe.
award and the distinction of being
"It was a wonderful experi- voted Q}ost improved choral stuence," he said.
dent by his peers.
"Things have really taken off for
The next year, he came home to
play locally again only to be greet- me," he said, crediting Hylton, as
ed with a new role in life - single well as his voice teacher Mark
father. He and his wife divorced in Madsen, and the entire music
1992, leading to a joint custody . department for their support.
"They've given me so many
agreement over their children.
After his ex-wife sued for full cus- opportunities since I've been here,"
tody, Crenshaw was forced back he said.
Meanwhile, he balances a fullinto court. After years of legal
wrangling, he received sole cus- time job at the bookstore, with his
tody in 1998. That same year he duties as a parent and his schoolmade the decision to continue his work, but he says sch~ule coneducation and enrolled at UM-St. flicts are not a problem because his
Louis .
bosses, Schultz and Textbook
"I decided to get my degree Supervisor Teri Vogler have always
[because] I had to be more stable," been very understanding. He notes
Crenshaw said. "I cUuldn't be trav- they are "like a family" to him.
eling around and raising three kids
"Gloria Schultz - I can't say
by myself, so I came to UMSL. "
enough about her," Crenshaw said.
But campus life hasn't slowed "I didn't know that woman before I
him any. He is also performing came here and I feel like I've
again, thanks to some encourage- known her all my life."
ment from his co-workers at the
So what's next? Crenshaw jokes
that he'd like to run the new
University Bookstore.
"What
happened was that Performing Arts Center, but says
[Bookstore
Manager]
Gloria what he really wants' is to focus on
Schultz found out that I could sing preparing his own children for high
so she had me sing for a guy's school.
retirement and it really was kind of
He also says he'd like to be in a
like an audition becaus~ after that position to "affect music education
they ca)ledDr. [John] Hylton of the locally."
music department and they set up a
"I think that UMSL is really on
jury for me and it just took on a life the brink of really being able to do
of its own."
something-big in performing arts in
Since then he has performed on the state," Crenshaw said, "and I
campus in a production of "The would love to in some way be able
Pirates of Penzance," played to affect young people and how
Powell Hall and sung for they're being prepared to come into
Archbishop Desmond Tutu, an college."
One thing is for certain,
experience he calls the "thrill of my
Crenshaw has never regretted comlife."
As usual, he is also rac-kin~ up ing to UM-St. Louis.
"UMSL has been the best thing
the honors. His best actor citation
for his part in "The Wiz" was his I could have done," Crenshaw said.
second "Woodie King Award" from "You know how you're at places in
the Black Rep. In addition he has your life when you know you re at
the right spot, it's like that for me. "
coIlect~ campus honors such as an

Mackie also suggests stackable
boxes. Stackable boxes are offer~ in
an alTay of types including milk
crates, underbed boxes and storage
totes. The plastic totes protect clothing from insects, mildew and odors.
"Milk: crates are very popular
because you can stack them anyway
you want [and that's what underbed
boxes are for]- anything you don't
use a lot, but you still n~ access to.
They have small wheels on the bottom, so you can slide them, underneath the b~ easily,' Mackie said.
Collapsible crates also offer an
affordable option.
"[They] collapse into nothing so
it will store anywhere and then if you
need, you just pull it up into a crate,"
Mackie said.
Another "must-have" Mackie
says is a calendar system. It can be
either a bulletin board, a magnetic
combination, or a cork/plastic writeon surface.
Bean-bag chairs remain fav0l1tes
among college students as do fold-

out beds, more like sofa beds or
futons. They make it possible for a
friend to crash in the room if he or
'she is studying too late and is too
tired to leave.
A new item this year is an inflatable laundry basket.
"We do have an inflatable laundry basket that looks like a trash can.
lt has a lid. Everyone says it doubles
as a cooler," Mackie says.
One other trend Mackie has .
noticed is that many students opt to
take filing systems along to help in
organizati on. They can be either a
box component or a drawer style.
"A lot of kids are bringing file
systems to be organized with their
school work," Mackiesaid.
Another new fumiture frenzy that
students are creating is the combination of a nightstand and a small
dresser. to store clothes in and keep
them off tile floor.
In order to see all their possessions, many students are purchasing
lamps. Mackie advises checking

with dorm guidelines to make sure
halogens are acceptable.
"Halogens are the best study
lights, but they do have hazards,"
Mackie said.

With all these ways to utilize
space, any dorm room can become
an actual room, not just a closet.
Maybe now, even an innocent and
skinny freshman can fit into them.

WE LC O ME, from page 3
offer "a different something everyday" to students.
"The idea is that getting students involved in co-curricular
activities significantly impacts their
happiness and ultimately their success as students," Blanton said.
Blanton noted that research

Darren Brune I The Current

shows that studen.ts who are more
involved in campus activities have
a higher success rate in their studies
and a lower stress level.
"Welcome Week" activities will
run through Aug. 30, culminating in
EXPO and the Chancellor 's Picnic.

. FREE TEST, with illllllediilte results.
detects pregnancy 10 days after it begins .

. PROfESSIONAL COUNSELING &. ASSISTANCE.
All services are free and confidential.

Closet organizers are a very efficient way to use closet space
for organizing shoes and clot hing.

Find thellMST
price lith one cIckl
Compare prices at
dozens of stores including..•.
Amazon
buy.com
Barnes & Noble
eCampus
Powell's
Borders

Pregnant?

Seeking Ms.Right
Attractive, Affectionate, Single Black male, 5 foot 10,
caramel, bald, and musc.ularly built, seeks attractive, Single
Black female 22-35 (ideally someone Who is as tired of games as I
am) to spend quality time \l;rith.

Nice figure a plus. Psychopaths need not
re.spond. To correspond, write me· at:

www.bestbookbuys.com

SeelrnSomeone@Yahoo.eom

'TWIN- FULL

BUNKBED
Heavy Duty
Frame
Mattress

$29

Optional

$79
20 Yr. Ltd. Warra

Twin.. s79 ea. pc.
Full. . .. sgg ea. pc.
Queen. !124 ea. pe.
King .. ~104 ea. pc.

$99
BRAND NEW
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Do you have sales
in your blood?
Well don It get a blood transfusion
just yet! We need your help! Join
our advertising team and help us
make money. The benefits? You
make money, too, and you have
fun doing it! Interested? Then call
Tom at 516-6813 today!

Now Open! Come visit US,!!!

Departments to move into offices in
Millennium Student Center in October
BY .JOSH RENAUD

$enior d itor
Several Uni ve rsity departments
received an unwelcome surprise this
July. They were packed and ready to
move into their offices in the
M illennium Student Center when the
news came: the move had been
delayed until October.
Because the student center wasn't
goin g to be complete in July, the
Un iversity had planned to move only
certain departments. explained Bob
Samples, director of University
Communications.
Chancellor Blanche Touhill met
with the directors of those different
departments as they got closer to the
moving date, Samples said, and it
became obvious much of the building
-

··· ~

from page 1

-······ ~·· · ···-· ·· H·· ·· . · ·· ,

.............. ,.

pus for it," Durand said. "Over
past three years , I've been pleased
work with him."
Durand said that the search
mittee is being form~d right
Though he 's not a candidate for
position right now, Durand said,
plans could change later.
In an email to the campus
munity on June 21, Touhill
praise for Nelson's ac(:onnplISlllm(m
during his brief tenure. She
numerous
academic
Nelson added and the 1
accreditation lJ1.1SL received
the North Central Association
Colleges and Schools.
"Nelson also deserves credit
il)1proving the level of '-'C\()T\f",..,.
between the offices of
Affairs· and Student Affairs and
our increased efforts to m
UMSL to students," Touhill wrote_
Nelson was unavailable for
ment on this story.

-----------------------------------------------------Fc::.r
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wasn't going to be complete.
manager.
"It was fell that by moving some
"When these additional desig n
of the units and not moving others, . requirements came up, that set everywe might confuse students in the body back," Royster said. "A lot of
enrollment process more than we do the shelving that was ordered need
now," Samples said.
lighting, so then we had to provide
Various departments and offices, electrical systems. · There was so
like the University Bookstore, the much stuff like that, that it started
Office of the Registrar, and the delaying the regular contract work
Financial Aid Office had packed most because we were doing so much extra
of their supplies so they could move. work."
After the surpris e announcement,
Students will have a lot to look
they were forced to unpack and pre- forward to when the student center is
pare to serve students from their old completed, said Sam Darandari,
locations.
director of campus planning and conThe student center has taken struction.
longer than expected to be completed
"TIus is one of the most interesting
because of late changes to the design and technologically up-to-date buildschematics and a shortage of electri- ings on campus," Darandari said_"It's
cians and pipefitters, said Tom going to be a jewel."
Royster, senior construction' project

NELSON,
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"Where you don't stand in line for BIG DISCOUNTS !!!"

TWA ANNOUNCES A TRAVEL PACKAGE
FOR STUDENTS WHO WANT TO VISIT
L; L SAG 5,
I

THEIR PARENTS.
TWA has one of the smartest ways for students
ages

14-24 to fly for less. The TWA Youth Travel Pak

includes four coupons for just

$548: Buy now and

use it for up to one year for travel within the
. continental

U.S. and between the continental U.S.

and San Juan, Montego Bay, Santo Domingo,
Puerto Plata or Canada . The Pak also includes a
European Bonus Certificate redeemable for 20% off
a qualif)ring published adult fare.":" And all travel is

G)

c
••
c

0
C

III'

online at WWW.twa.com.

To purchase your Pak, call your travel professional or
TWA at 1-800-221-2000.

Einstein
was
smart.
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he have
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0
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c
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eligible for Aviator miles.

For more information, visit us
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We didn't
.~ think so,
••

ONE MISSION. YOURS~
.\

w w

W . TWA . COM

~

~ ..cIII'
Student 1.0. required for Iravel. 'Some restrictions apply. Seals are limiled and may nol be available on ali llighis. Ali applicable departure taxES, government inspectron fees. securi~ surcharoes. PFCs and loreign and local taxes are nol inCluded. PFCs 01 $1-$3 per departure airport (512 maximum per
round lrip) and additional flight segmenllees may apply depending on ilinerary. Unaccompanied minor fees mayapply Alilravel musl bE 'Iia routes on which TWA publiShes CO~~h·class f~res. Youlh Travel ~ak is non-re.lundable~nontra.nSjerable: Travel is nol perrniUed on flights operated by any other

either.
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UM·St. Louis students, faculty and staff:
Classifieds are FREE!!

CLASSIFIED
RATES

11

8EF'oKE

s rs SI'D I ~E SPeND
MoST of HI~ -rIME' WI\ICt-lI NG
OLD SCI- Fr f'IIOV!65 '(011 ECflNG
STAR- WEK ioY), Aiii D AtJ'S

START A. NEw

WIO

SEMeSIEf<, THE HALK
CARTOONIST wHo otz.AwS
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RUINING
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I VISA

(314)
516·5316
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VINTA6E

A. FEW NEW
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DlhenL'ise, classijl'ed adve71ising is $10 for 40 words or less in slrCllgiJlll!X1 Jonllal, Bold (.I nri CAPS letters areji-ee, All
classified, /IIust be prepaid 171' ebeek, monev order or credit card.. Deadline is Thursday at 3 p,m, priol' to pubiication.
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Graduate Research
Assistant Needed
. . Immediately
Graduate Research Assistant
RA) is needed at the Barnes
llege of Nursing. The applit must be a Master's level
student at UMSL.
Responsibilities of the GRA
will be to monitor I supervise
exercise sessions for participants in a nursing research
study as well as assist in the
recruitment of subjects . For
more information call Dr.
Anne fish at (314) 516-7077
or email at
fisha@msx ;umsl.edu

Internet· Marketing/Web
Page Design
International company
expanding. Looking for highly
motty,at~d. business-minded

students . Part time and full
time positions available.
Some experience required.
Call (314) 983-9634 for more
.
mf ormation.

Lifeguards
CERTIFIED LIFEGUARDS
needed for UM-St. Louis
i Indoor Swimming PooUhis
.I~ Fa
~. fternoon
evenIng, and weekend hours
available, Pay is $6.00 per
hour. Interested individuals
can af>ply in the Rec Sports
Office, 203 Mark Twain.
Call 516-5326 for more
information.

Sports Officials
REC SPORTS OfFICIALS
needed for intramural flag
football, soccer, floor hockey,

and volleyball this semester.
Afternoon and evening games.
Pay is $7 .50 per game.
Knowledge of and interest in
the sport i s required. Appl y in
the Rec Sports Office, 203
Mark Twain. Call 516-5326 for
more information.

SPRING BREAK 2001
Hiring On-Campus Reps
SELL TRIPS, EARN CASH, '
GO FREE!!!
Student Travel Services
America's #1 Student tour
Operator, Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas, Europe, Florida
1-800-648-4849
www.gospringbreak.com

SflJ(\

WARS 'ToYS .

$1.25/wk. for 3 games.
Teams consist of 2 guys
and l or gals. Register in the
Rec Sports Office, 203 Mark
Twain by Sept. 6.

NEXf WE HAilE
IEDD~'" sri LL \-lAVING
A 1..\1'n. E '[ (l.DU'B Lf.

LooKtr-.l' fo«. LADIES ,
-rE"D

FREE GOLF • 18 HOLES
Enter our intramural Golf
Scramble Tourney Monday,
Sept. 18, Normandy Golf
Course, 10:30 am shotgun
start. Fun team scramble (4
golfers/team). Free to students; only $20 for fac / staff.
Register in the Rec Office,
203 MT by Sept.6.
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FREE FOOD
Come join us at the University
Meadows for an Interfaith
BBQ sponsored by the UMSl
Campus Ministers. Meet us at
the pavilion from 1 p.m. - 3
p. m. on Sunday, August 27th
for great food and
conversation .

Sunday Mass
Join the Catholic Newman
Center for Mass on Sunday
August 27th at 7:30 p.m . at
t he % uth Campus Residence
Hall Ch apel. Call Fr. Bill
Kempf or Amand a at 385-3455
with questions, or stop by to
visit th e CNC anytime.

IF YOU LIKE TO BOWL
Join our intramural bowling
doubles league. We bowl
every Wednesday (Sept. 13 Nov. 15) 3:00 - 4:30 p,m . at
North Oaks Bowl. Only

'97 Suzuki GSX·R 600
1, xxx miles, garaged, showroom new, Shoe: helmet
Call Alex 314-227-8887

Jnvcst_il"lQ_

W@lW@ ®'[lU)@§lM,[ 'ITMW§ [b [$(zlPS[[J'[@

~C>T1th,A nd

Student/Youth Airfare

Is

I Tl..fla..t:ic>T1.
1992 Ford F·150 XLT
V8 , 5.8 liter, Automatic
Trans. , 2 wheel drive,
52,xxx miles, Optional fuel
tank , A/C , Cruise Control,
AM/FM Cassette Stereo,
Running Boards.
$9,500 . Call Shauna
(314) 324-7137
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Hostels & Hotels
Guidebooks & Gear
.
Tours for 18-35 year olds
Work Abroad Prog rams
.Foreign Lang uage Programs

tiiih 1& II Travel

find out:" m ore.
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·565 Melvi lle-University City
314-721 -7779
www.counciltravel.com
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Look for these
Wanted
Roommate to share three
bedroom house located only .
five miles from campus 300
monthly plus half utilities,
serious people only
please, write to
valgame79@hotmail,com

W elc ome Week Activities
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••• ••••••••••••••

Welcome Week Begills with a little MOOD Music from KSHE-95

Campus
Connections
•
•
l S coml g!
Campus Connections, the UM-St. Louis
student phone directory, will be published
very soon!
If you wish to have your phone number
kept out of the directory, please be sure
to call the Office of the Registrar to have it
removed.

Look for The Currents booth during EXPO.
We'll be handing out copies of Campus
Connections as well as other good stuff!

11:00-3:00 Local Radio Stati on
"KSHE-95" \\~ll be broadcasting on the
University Center Patio. Come jrun to
the .sounds of today and enjoy free sno
cones and popcorn. This event is sponsored by !he Uni versity Program Board
tUPB) and AU:<.iIiary Services.
8:00-2:00 & 4:00-7:00 The
Admissions staff will offer student, free
refreshments, Popcorn will be given
away on tile 2nd fl oor of Woods Hall and
cookies and punch in tile Ad missions
altice,

Sports and Recreations Day

11 :00-3:00 Recrearional spons.
intemctil'e games, and contests wil l be
held on the Uni versity Cen ter Patio.
Games will incl ude ba ketbaJ l shootout.
volleybal l, basebn!! and others, If you' re
not up to worki ng QUe come lmd get a
rellixing mas.>.~ge. First week of cla ees
got you hot under the collar'. Stop by the
Admissions office "Dunking Booth" and
cool someone off! Prizes will be given
away! Co-sponsored by Rec. SportS, the
UPB, Student Acti viti e., Hea lt h
Services, and Admis.sions.
5:00-7:()O After making it th ro ugh
ru sh-hour traflic. come unwind to the
soulful sounds of jazz. StOp by the Quad
a.mj enjoy free refre.llmenL' while you
listen. Sponsor~[I by LIJe UPB.

Let's get back ill Ih e "M OOD "
with 105.7 Th e Point
11:00-3:00 Local Radio Sratioll
105.7 TIle Point will broadc'Lst from the
Unive .ity Center Patio (Sponsored by
Auxiliary Services). The UPB will be
givi ng away tree sno cones so come out
and cool down'
n:O()-l: 00 Visit the "Stress-Free
Zone" in fron t of the Thomas Jeffe rson
Library and chill out by cooling your
heels in a wading pool and learni ng
atXlut stress management. Sponsored hy
AdmiSSions.

Psychic Fair

W ,1SL Olymp ic Challenge

11 :00·2:00 & 4:00-6:00 Haveyour fortune told, have a tarot card reading, henna tattoos, or n self portrait by a
talented caricaturist. All of these el'ents
are located across the campus and are
free {o you' This event is brought to you
by the UPB.
8:00-2:00 & 4:00-7:00 The
Admissions staff will offer stu dents free
refreshments. (See August 21)

Teams or three wi ll compete to
tind ou t who are tbe fastest and most
skilled Olympians at U!\'l SL in our own
version of the Olympic Games. Come on
<lut anu sec Wh3t \'uu'r~ mad.: of' -l11is
cvent will utf;e plaw in. fnmt ui' till'
University Center, Sponsored by the
UPB and Student .". ctivities,

Wednesday Noon Live

11 :00-2:00 Come jam to the
sounds or local band "Zito" on the
Uni vernitv Center Patio. This band is
known for their dynamic array of musk
from the 80's, 90'.\ and today ' Sponsored
by the lJPB.
4:00-7:00 Enjoy an 'L'i.SOrtment of
COOKies and beve rJg~ , brought to you by
the Otlice of Adllll$sions.
5:00-7:00 Hey, Evening Coll ege
students - stop by the QUJd and enJoy
refreshments brought to yo u by the
UPB!

Friday Night Slimm er Beach

Jam ! '
2:00-lVUDNrGHT A blast or run
feat urin2' M1Ys "Say Whal Krrrnoke."
Contest~ ts will be awarded Ilriz~ with
a grand prile or$500. Sand volleyball.
music, foorJ, frisbee toss and othe r activities will commence at 2:00 p.m. A lireworks display will culminate the evening
activities, This program is sponsDrcd h
Auxi liary Service-s, the UPS, Student
Ac tivities Programming. and Unilcrsi t)'
M~ adows . University \ Jeauo\\'; is the
site tor this :lwest'me event '
Proper a ttire is requested fo r
this affair. Swimsuits or beachwear
only, please !

EXPO & Chan cellor 's Picnic

UI'B 's Welcome
11:00-6:00
Week events conclude lI'ith ~ howcase
of student organizations There Will tit
games, oppot1unities 10 Joil1 the lanous
organizations, different uL:til'ilics like
vir1uai sJ..:vdiI'JIlg, and a lunch spons reu
b\' the C1;ancellZlr, Look for thh; dynamit ~VCnt in fmllt of the Uni l'ersitv "'enter
P:ttio.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • •

For more information contoct
The Office of Student Activities at 516 - 5291 .
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Check out theUMSL·
clothing section!
Returns And Refund Policy
Textbooks
Required and recommended books may be returned for a full refund when:
1) Returned prior to the end of the SECOND WEEK of classes; 2) Accompanied by a sales receipt;
3) Returned in same condition as purchased;
4) Price stickers are not removed.

Special Orders, Magazines,
Newspapers

Study Guides, AU Books Other Than
Textbooks

Nonrefundable

If returned within 24 hours, with sales receipt

Note:

:
1

Defectiv~

Supply Items
1) If returned within 10 working days of purchase;
2) Accompanied by a sales receipt

items may be returned at any time.

Defects must be those not associated with wear and tear and misuse. If students utilizing the new charge system need to
return books or merchandise, cash will not be given. The amount will be deducted from the student's account

-

